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Official Plan Review

Attachment #1
Visioning Questionnaire Summary
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Township of Severn Official Plan Review

Q1 What are the top 5 things you value most about your community (in
order of importance)?
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

diversity of natural beauty from rural to agricultural to waterfront to settlement areas, sense of
community, accessibility to services in Orillia and beyond, friendly neighbours

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

sense of community, small town feel, recreational opportunities, rural character, wildlife, close
to Orillia

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

1. Nature 2.Privacy 3.Closeness with The Community 4. Safety 5.Comfort Zone

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Neighborhood, location, climate and farming friendly

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Privacy, cleanliness, peace, safety, property value

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

Lakes & Rivers, location to GTA, country life style, hospitals close by, natural gas

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

7

- Rural setting; spacious residential lots, trees etc. - Access to outdoor recreation - Proximity
to grocery shopping and other amenities - Allowing young families to utilize the road for
recreational activities - Personal connection to your neighbours

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

8

Clean lake water to swim in controlled lake levels safe boating Fishing controlled so lakes are
not depleted Safe connected walking, biking trails and paths sidewalks Privacy open space not
living in subdivision city like living Quiet country setting clean air, vast farmlands pollution free
Protection of our trees and forests for our wildlife birds and animals

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

9

Taxes are reasonable There are amenities nearby

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

10

1. Personal safety. 2. Safety of drinking water. 3. Effective stewardship of financial resources.
4. Good infrastructure. 5. Renewal of natural resources.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

11

the top things i would strive for my community are positive development and progression, vital
and clean downtown core, community green space maintained and respected, rules and
regulations bought in for neighbourhood boat launches promoting and advocating use for
locals,

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

12

knowing my neighbors sense of community communication respect for all neighbors peace and
quiet

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

13

Wildlife, low noise pollution, natural forest habitats, convenience, community.

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

14

safety property value sense of community/pride in neighbourhoods Township initiativesremaining current Support for residents

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

15

Smaller population Knowing all the residents Access to Lake Couchiching Private community
park Good water supply

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

16

Quiet area Small community Township water system Maintained park property

5/4/2021 8:18 AM

17

Families, neighbours who are living here full time, community support, more kid focused
activities when possible and conitued wildlife protection and planning

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

18

#1 Location, #2 Security, #3 Tranquility, #4 Small town feel,#5 Space

5/3/2021 8:05 PM

19

1) safety 2) convenience to highways, healthcare and shopping in Orillia 3) low housing
density- 4) friendliness of people 5) recreational opportunities

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

20

Sense of community, safe feeling, friendliness

5/3/2021 7:03 PM

21

Lifestyle Proximity to Large urban Centers Rural living Proximity to Summer and Winter
Activities Opportunity to grow and expand

5/3/2021 2:43 PM
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22

infrastructure, environment, building and construction, policing

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

23

Rural character, agriculture opportunities, vacation property, access to lakes and rivers, limited
urban growth

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

24

Visual appeal Low taxes Easy access to main roads Great mayor Excellent road dept

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

25

proximity to everything

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

26

Neighbourhood Safety Access (roads, trails) Community resources (recreation, library, etc)
Development Environmentally Friendly

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

27

1. Warm welcoming atmosphere. 2. Nice homes 3. A Main Street with a canopy of trees
running down each side providing shade to walking and sitting travellers and shoppers as well
as parade watchers. These trees could be decorated with lights in the winter. 4.Sewer and
water expansion to help eliminate the algae blooms that are becoming excessive in the rivers
and lake around Washago. Also people who want to build in Washago could hook on to sewer
and water rather than use a septic. That would provide a smaller footprint for new homes
allowing more of the existing tree and foliage to remain to enhance the mature green
community with any new development. 5.New recreation building with artificial covered ice rink
pad so the skating season could last longer with less work intensive effort to keep the ice
going through changing temperatures as well as continuous snow falls. Add a skate board
park, tennis courts, basketball pads all located down at the North side of Centennial Park by
the lake. That would also allow some the large transport trucks, that supply Washago to
access stores on the West side through the rear of their property where the present rink is. The
community centre building at the park would be well used for weddings and events if the view
of the lake is built into a South facing wall.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

28

Ability to Sever property, road maintenance, lower taxes, township water/lake access, Gravel
pits

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

29

Privacy, Country Setting, Being by the Lake, close to the amenities of Orillia, and good
neighbours.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

30

Trees/canopy cover Protected lake Wetlands Local wildlife Proximity to amenities

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

31

Safety; Lakes+water systems; Parks; local/Canadian-supported shops; rural+wetland
areas+wildlife

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

32

Safety Environment Access to shopping Quietness Good neighbours

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

33

.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

34

Safety Good neighbours Abundance of wildlife Clean water Little traffic

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q2 Please identify what you believe to be the 5 top planning issues that
will face the Township over the next 5 years (in order of importance).
Answered: 34

Skipped: 0

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

meeting the expectations of a growing population for community services, improved
infrastructure (particularly high speed Internet), potential annexation by Orillia of valuable lands

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

more lots for business owners and farm families for next generation to take over and for senior
parents to stay on farm use of agricultural land for subdivisions, should use rough land not
good land, protect good land for those that want to continue farming, make lots smaller for
more housing maintain the rural character short term rentals we need aggregate operations
neighbourhood commercial opportunities

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

1. Expanding Rural Zoning 2. High speed Internet availability 3.Road Maintenance 4.
Expansion of Parks & Recreation 5. Safety measures

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Lack of available lots Roads are becoming obsolete because they are so narrow with little
shoulders and farm equipment is getting bigger. Lack of recreational facilities. What happened
to building a recreational facility near Cumberland Beach? Removal of owners rights to develop
their own property- to cut down their own trees! Farmland is being overtaxed in comparison to
urban areas and yet we have fewer services. I worry about the new natural heritage designation
that is being mapped out.

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Sanitation, water , hydro, gas, communications

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

Residential growth, community facilities, Schools, Transportation, Retail shopping

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

7

- Maintaining infrastructure - Balancing residential development versus industrial development reduced staffing abilities and/or staffing constraints - Council members connecting with their
constituents - Accessibility to recreational amenities

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

8

Over building too many homes without infrastructure prepared Increased homes makes more
population which requires more policing for safety is required. Crime will increase Not enough
local good quality paying jobs so we become a commuting bedroom community Losing our
valuable quality farmlands Roads damaged by construction equipment Quarry Gravel trucks
damaging roads taking over the Hwys damage to vehicles unsafe loads Short term rentals
rules needed to control transient visitors Party noise, garbage control, lack of consideration to
permanent neighbours Need to control grow op farms without control on these we have noxious
smells and crime issues Control of solar and wind farms should be laws for them to be
responsible for the recycling of the equipment if aging product becomes damaged or obsolete
Enforcing upgraded septic systems of older homes/cottages on the water to better controlled
runoff into the lake

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

9

No affordable land No affordable housing No chance for individuals to sever property Quarries
are taking over our community and roadways. Roads need major repair

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

10

1. Transitioning the economy for the 21st century. 2. Attracting and retaining a diverse
population, e.g. valuing persons from minority communities. 3. Large scale commercial
development. 4. More consideration must be given to the tires of commercial development Severn Township appears to be a community of corner stores and gas stations. This does not
improve the overall wealth or diversity of the communities within the township

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

11

1)prompt completion of the revised long-awaited official plan 2)the development of lots for
further development in areas already experiencing huge shortages 3)Washago sewage lagoons
capacity

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

12

short term rentals new businesses crime

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

13

Environmental protection, harmful technology, local food farming for the community,
sustainability.

5/4/2021 2:52 PM
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14

short term rentals (investment properties) environmental impact (pollution) over development
and lack of infrastructure to support it Township behind in the times-unable to stay ahead

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

15

Conservation Population growth Affordable housing Water supply Health Care system

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

16

Short term rentals Enforcing bylaws with offenders Road maintenance Population growth

5/4/2021 8:18 AM

17

Housing expansion is getting out of control around the lake area's, that cannot support the
systems, West Shore/ Cumberland Beach overcrowding, Brand New School unable to house
all the students.......

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

18

Overcrowding, less resources, more crime, more noise

5/3/2021 8:05 PM

19

1) managing infrastructure to properly support growth 2) expanded health care services and
modernization 3) effectively managing expenses to ensure no excessive tax burden is placed
upon residents. 4) effective leadership with vision to chart the path 5) attracting a corporate
base to offer employment opportunities and ensure tax base.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

20

Ghost hotels (short term rentals), crumbling infrastructures,

5/3/2021 7:03 PM

21

1. Allowing organic Growth 2. infrastructure (Water, sewar , Electricity, Gas, internet, Roads) 3.
Getting enough professional people to support our growing population (Doctors, Dentists) 4.
reducing the red tape to organic growth. 5. providing flexibility in the official plan to allow for the
ever changing needs of our community

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

22

budget - finding the money to operate, control of increased traffic, road and bridge maintenance

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

23

Pressure to increase housing density, problems associated with aggregate extraction (noise,
truck traffic, etc), viability of businesses, lack of internet availability

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

24

Density of housing Amalgamation by Orillia Expansion of hwy 11

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

25

Increased pressure on housing stock inadequate infrastructure for increased population growth
Garden suites will become much more mainstream Road network is aged and deteriorating

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

26

Development Access Growth - Residential and Commercial Schools Population growth

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

27

1. Sewer and water expansion more like a full treatment plant for Sewer and water which could
be Simcoe County Wide Supported to manage the growing need for housing, commercial
growth and to protect our lakes and rivers as well as redo some of the sewer and water lines
that have been impacted by rocks breaking through them and causing leaks in the existing
Washago System. By working with the County the big picture to protect the lakes without
limiting more growth can take place. 2. Commercial property availability with sewer and water
capacity to allow expansion in this area. 3. Child care opportunities in the community which
could be one of the roles carried out in the new community centre. 4. Traffic lights at the
intersection of Muskoka Street and highway 169 to allow safer road travel and walking access
to the park. Try to incorporate the road to the park in the traffic light system 5. Relocation of
the water intake for the water supply of Washago. It is presently located where a large number
of migrating and wintering birds use the lake. It is well known that the birds wastes contribute
to water contamination. Moving the inlet further away from this area would allow the weeds
more time to turn the waste into useful fertilizer before it is scooped up in the water system.
This would reduce the need for higher levels of chlorine to purify the drinking water.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

28

property Severance, Road improvement, Lower taxes, township water/lake access. growth of
gravel pits/ reclaiming

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

29

Good road maintenance, maintaining the appeal of the country setting, a community centre in
the Ardtrea area, connecting the trails without having to go onto Highway #11m , and safe
sidewalks along our ever increasingly busy Menoke Beach Road. ( Right now very unsafe for
walkers and bikers).

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

30

Pushy developers that want to build near the lake on wetlands MZOs that allow them to do so
Protecting wetlands and flood plains Keeping the lake clean Protecting endangered species
Amenities for the influx of people in these massive developments

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

31

Destruction of wetlands/agriculture; Influx of people overwhelming the township; developers
wanting to destroy rural lands; pressure for transportation into Barrie and Toronto; pressure for
more unnecessary economic structures

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

32

Township is not easily accessible to e transfers After hours inspectors not available Very little

4/26/2021 7:03 PM
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is done for taxpayers for their taxes With the many new builds in the township the admin needs
to get their operations updated Letters and phone calls not promptly returned
33

.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

34

Water and sewage infrastructure Aggressive Aggregate growth Aggressive developer push
Protection of clean water Traffic management

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q3 Please list what you believe to be the top 5 planning issues that will
face the Township over the next 20 years.
Answered: 32

Skipped: 2

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

pressures from population growth, waterfront development, affordable housing options,
sustainable environment including water and land use, cooperative agreements with
neighbouring municipalities (especially Orillia)

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

more lots for business owners and farm families for next generation to take over and for senior
parents to stay on farm use of agricultural land for subdivisions, should use rough land not
good land, protect good land for those that want to continue farming, make lots smaller for
more housing Short term rentals Cannabis operations

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

Improvements on all of answer 2

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Same as above! Please stop taking away owner’s rights to use their own land unless you are
prepared to compensate us.

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Sanitation, water, gas, hydro, population growth

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

Land development and severances, municiple water & Sewer, energy (gas & Electricty),
Internet

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

7

- Balancing residential development - Ability to protect key environmental features & natural
resources - Upgrades to infrastructure - Staffing constraints - Providing emergency services

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

8

Over population will create more pollution We will be blended into a larger city Orillia or even
Barrie and lose our small town connection Urban sprawl will take over

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

9

See above

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

10

1. Transitioning the economy for the 21st century. 2. Public transportation. 3. Gentrification,
and the loss of social and demographic diversity.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

11

same as above but then we can add on 1)maintain vital downtown village cores in Coldwater
and Washago 2)roads and maintenance 3) the need for developed bike routes and paved
shoulders through communities for safety4)illegal dumping of household waste in backroads
and garbage, littering in communities and along country roads

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

12

short term rentals new businesses crime services

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

13

Property taxes, Harmful Technology, Farming and food shortages, wildlife and habitat
protection, cost of utilities.

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

14

same as number 2

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

15

Conservation Population Water supply Garbage Health Care

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

16

Same as above

5/4/2021 8:18 AM

17

Cottages/homes trailer Parkes along the waterfront Marsh land and sinking septic systems
Overcrowding of protected wildlife, wilderness and wetlands

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

18

1) transportation- expanded and or improved highways, utilize rail services for commuter
purposes. 2) effectively manage the water and sewer services to ensure environmental
protection and quality of product 3) create a unique identity to attract tourism 4) expanded
healthcare services 5) transportation partnership (shared) with orillia transit.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

19

1. Allowing organic Growth 2. infrastructure (Water Sewar, Electricity, Gas, internet, Roads) 3.
Getting enough professional people to support our growing population (Doctors, Dentists) 4.
reducing the red tape to organic growth. 5. providing flexibility in the official plan to allow for the
ever changing needs of our community

5/3/2021 2:43 PM
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20

same as number 2

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

21

Residential development, development of recreational opportunities,

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

22

Restricted open pit mining Grow ops Solar and wind power farms Short term rentals Highway
11 expansion

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

23

See above

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

24

Development Access Growth - Residential and Commercial Schools Population growth

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

25

1 Participate in a continued Simcoe County wide Sewer and water development Plan
expanding infrastructure and having Washago tap into this sooner than later. 2. Continue to
increase recreation opportunities for the people ofWashago with further expansion of the newly
created community centre at Washago Centennial park. 3. Address Sewer and Water
development as a Simcoe County wide development so boundaries between municipalities
such as Rama Township and Severn Township do not become a boundary to stop sewer and
water services when the population is side by side or just down the road. 4. Use road services
as County wide so, as with sewer and water in #3, the roads are cleared and maintained
straight through. 5. Develop a tree planting program so that trees are replaced when they are
cut. If a lot is being cleared for a house 2 trees for each tree cut would be required to be
planted in another location on the lot. Also have a percentage of lot clearing that is allowed.
Anything beyond the percentage would require additional tree planting in leu of those lost say 4
trees planted for each tree beyond the allowable percentage of trees allowed to be removed.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

26

Township growth, cost will escalate how do we minimize or share those cost

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

27

Trying to maintain a country setting with the ever increasing demand for housing. The need for
a convenience store close to the new housing developments and a community centre with
recreation.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

28

Dealing with the fallout of building on flood plains Tainted lake water and wells

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

29

As above - I suspect a greater influx of people as Toronto becomes less and less affordable
putting strain on the system.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

30

Roads Transportation links More services for seniors Larger schools no portables Save green
spaces and protect the environment More accessible parks

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

31

Roads built in line with population growth , sewer systems, water treatment

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

32

Water and sewage Climate change Water Pollution Traffic Policing

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q4 Where should residential and non-residential growth be focused?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 3

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

currently identified settlement areas, in particular Coldwater, Marchmont and Washago, where
potential for public transportation can be developed

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

Rough land close to Orillia, coldwater, washago, westshore

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

On Agricultural zoned land that isn’t being used for that purpose or is too small to be Zoned for
agriculture and could be utilized for residential.

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

On land that is not suitable for farming! Let us divide lots off, it would provide a larger tax base
for the township and provide owners with some income instead of selling our entire farms.

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Small communities

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

Residential services should be focused on areas that are easily serviced Non-residential
should be focused around developed urban centres and where adequate infrastructure is
maintained

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

7

High Density Residential housing should not be on shoreline for pollution control It should be
near transit infrastructure near already existing transit for affordable housing and shopping
Development should be on West side of Hwy 11 near Orillia city transit

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

8

??

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

9

There village of Coldwater is an untapped resource for residential and business development. It
is located at three intersection of 2 major highways and is equidistant between 2 larger
communities - Midland and Orillia.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

10

Residential growth should be a mix of within settlement areas and rural to meet the different
wants and needs of both where land size meets the needs for private septic and water where
municipal cannot be provided.

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

11

Residential areas can be infilled where there are current growing populations. Non-residential
can and should be more community based and smaller.

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

12

establishing safe neighbourhoods investing in infrastructure to support repair roads

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

13

Residential growth should slow down and focus in already established cities

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

14

Not near lakes and rivers

5/4/2021 8:18 AM

15

We need to save our protected wildlife, wilderness and wetlands. Making sure to not
overcrowd, build too big, and build affordable housing for first time home buyers as well

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

16

spread out to smaller communities and places that are more self supported

5/3/2021 8:05 PM

17

Residential and non residential growth should be targeted in the southern section of our region
in close proximity to hwys, rail and shared transit services.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

18

It is difficult to focus areas for growth. Obviously it will depend on available infrastructure. High
density growth should be focused in urban areas such as Coldwater, We do not have the
proper infrastructure to encourage growth in those areas, development fees are very high when
required to supply all the infrastructure. Rural development along township roads that do not
require the same level of infrastructure needs to be encouraged.

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

19

multi-residential building should be restricted to non-arable land

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

20

On land not used for productive agriculture

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

21

Residential rural lands not shoreline Non residential very limited to rural only

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

22

Garden suites in Rural areas would allow larger properties adequate opportunities to increase

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

9
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housing stock without undue pressure on municipal infrastructure
23

Centrally for access to resources, transportation

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

24

Residential growth should be focused near existing residential areas where shopping and other
services and opportunities are available. Expanding population in these areas will also help to
support the existing businesses and reduce costs for services as well as encourage new
businesses and services to come to the area. Infrastructure improvement is needed for this
also

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

25

utilize the areas already designated as RU the ability to server property in the approved size.

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

26

Where there is access to water and sewage supply and a school equipped to handle larger
class sizes.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

27

In areas that are not wetlands, flood plains, or habitats of endangered species

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

28

In current vacant lots. There are a lot of buildings that stand empty and could be repurposed. I
do not support the destruction of rural land for residential and non-residential growth.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

29

Not in environmentally sensitive areas

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

30

.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

31

Away from wetlands and wildlife habitats

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q5 Should second dwelling units be permitted in settlement areas, rural
areas and shoreline areas?
Answered: 33

Skipped: 1

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

yes in settlement areas, with restrictions in rural and shoreline areas if adequate land is
available to allow for appropriate water and septic services

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

yes, for family run businesses and farms. Extra lots for aging parents and next generation that
want to take over the business

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

Yes.

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Yes

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Not sure about the question; but if it means having multiple families per unit, then no

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

Absolutely

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

7

Yes, as long as all Ontario Building Code requirements are met.

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

8

Second dwellings should NOT be allowed in country rural shoreline area! Should be near transit
systems so cars are not needed Close to shopping, jobs and services in town Second
dwellings should not allow temporary short term rentals eg Airbnb, VRBO

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

9

Yes, most definitely!

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

10

Yes, with strict control to ensure they are attractive, maintained, and safe. With the growing
need for young people to get into the housing market and the shortage of building lots and also
perhaps granny flats considering the shortage of available housing and the health benefits of
staying near family.

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

11

no

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

12

YES if there is no harm to the local wildlife and water systems.

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

13

if they are not investment properties and run as commercial operations like party houses

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

14

I believe you can have second dwelling units if the primary owners live on site and laws are
provided are upheld

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

15

Only in rural areas where they don’t impact the lives of the neighbors

5/4/2021 8:18 AM

16

Not in shoreline areas, or well established family communities, this lends too much changing
of the guards and unpredictable tenets.

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

17

Shoreline no, Farms/ Bizs where owners/support workers are required, Rural areas only if
property size and environment will sustain with no impact and no objections by neighbors.

5/3/2021 8:05 PM

18

Second dwellings should be permitted for family only purposes in rural settings. Higher density
housing ( multi family) high rise should be targeted in town centers. The shoreline should be
protected at all costs.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

19

No, rural and farm should be separate from shoreline

5/3/2021 7:03 PM

20

Yes without a doubt. Cost of Housing is soaring and families and extended families are unable
to build housing due to restrictive by laws limiting the number of dwellings on properties or
severances allowed.

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

21

yes

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

22

Yes, with restrictions based on size of property, available services whether provided by owner
or township

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

23

Not on shoreline Rural ok

4/28/2021 1:43 PM
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24

Settlement and Rural for sure. Shoreline is arguably more difficult to adequately size things
like septic systems but certainly would be possible in the right circumstances

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

25

Yes, with prescriptive requirements

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

26

Yes second dwelling units should be allowed as long as sewer and water requirements are met.
That is another good reason to allow a Simcoe County Sewer and water system that would
serve all areas where population is located such as lake front , river front and back lot
locations. This would provide growth while protecting the waterways. Better than waiting until
the waters are fouled to the point that no one wants to be near them as what happened to Lake
Ontario in the late 60’s and 70’s.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

27

second dwellings should be based on the size of the property.

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

28

Not in shoreline areas.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

29

Yes, with limitations on size

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

30

No

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

31

Only if the owner is a resident in that property

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

32

Yes, provided there is sufficient space for rain absorption and for sewage / septic beds.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

33

With restrictions

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q6 Are there housing styles that are missing or lacking in supply?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 3

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

affordable housing, apartments

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

smaller homes, smaller lots

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

Unknown.

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

No

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

5

senior housing is in very short supply ie. small bungalows etc

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

6

Farm style housing and single bungalow housing will be in short supply.

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

7

Affordable housing near the city transit systems

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

8

Smaller homes for first time buyers.

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

9

Yes, mixed communities (economic and social) are lacking.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

10

First-time house buying, retirement

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

11

no

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

12

Condos and townhouses

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

13

affordable rentals for lower income families

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

14

More ground entry and ground floor living buildings for senior population.

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

15

Single family first time home buyers

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

16

Modular home estates and townhouses would definitely help those get into affordable housing
which will be req as area grows and more workers are required.

5/3/2021 8:05 PM

17

High density multi family apts are in short supply. Hotels.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

18

This should not be part of any official plan. Growth should be organic. allowing the property
owners to build housing that meets their specific needs. Infrastructure needs to be able to
support higher density development in communities. Public transportation needs to be taken
into account as population grows

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

19

no

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

20

“Granny” or garden flats

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

21

No

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

22

Increased density is the obvious answer to housing supply issues. Secondary or Garden
suites would alleviate that

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

23

Multi family affordable housing

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

24

The availability of Semidetached homes or attractive Brownstone style row homes would allow
land use more economically and allow more space to be left for trees and other foliage. The
problem with allowing this is some builders will build square boxes with vinyl siding and
multiple doors that lack architectural appeal. Legislation would have to be added to require
architectural inclusions in the design that would effectively divide each unit in an architecturally
appealing manner and the addition of facades that would add to that purpose and the overall
decorative appearance of the building. There are many good examples of this in Brooklin’s new
development on #12 highway or some attractive new row house developments in Toronto.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

25

no

4/27/2021 11:30 AM
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26

Certainly affordable housing is an issue. However, this type of housing should be located
inside city limits where transportation and other support systems are available.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

27

There are too many massive structures going up on tiny lots. Consider a tree protection bylaw
to keep the beauty of our area intact.

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

28

If you expect the population to grow dramatically, you could look into small apartment buildings
(ie max 4-5 stories) for space.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

29

Affordable

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

30

.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

31

There are plenty vacant lots in Orillia

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q7 What are the key economic attributes of the community that are not
realized to their full potential?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 8

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

potential for light industrial and commercial uses (providing additional employment
opportunities and expanded tax base), proximity to 3 major highways is a major advantage that
is not recognized

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

walking trails, biking trails, more support for small businesses

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

Rezoning land to residential and collecting more taxes that could be put back into the
community.

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Not sure

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

5

We need industrial and commercial development to creat jobs.

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

6

Promotion of small business and marketing could help sustain local employment. Could also
market further tourism & recreational activities.

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

7

Good paying local jobs are needed so people don't have to travel away to find work Fully
connect the Canada trails path completely Connect path over Amigo beach road over canal
behind Webers up into Cumberland beach area adding more mileage to trail

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

8

?

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

9

1. Proximity to major highways. 2. Proximity to major communities, e.g. Midland, Barrie,
Muskoka. 3. Vacant farm and commercial lands. 4. Wealth of seasonal activities.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

10

access to the river systems through Washago for citizens who do not live on the river and for
the potential of encouraging boat visitors to the area to also enjoy our rivers and spend money
in the community

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

11

Diversity for each property. More access to water (shorelines, rivers, lakes) for residents that
live nearby. Variable uses for commercial properties need to implemented.

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

12

parks and recreation programs for youth enforcing current by-laws to shut down problematic
party houses that lower the economic value and reputation of neighbourhoods

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

13

Farmers

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

14

The natural beauty of the area including the many lakes, rivers and parks need to become
more of a focal point in attracting tourism dollars.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

15

Ability for Rural and agricultural property owners to sever and develop lots on their properties.
Infrastructure needs to be forward thinking creating jobs to build the infrastructure and jobs to
maintain the infra structure. it can not reactionary to development. If infrastructure is in place
than development will take place. Development will then drive additional infrastructure needs
such as schools, health care, shopping etc. Communities have no organic growth allowing for
entrepreneurial people to develop retain and service facilities within communities. Gas
stations, Convenience Stores, Schools, doctors etc. WE are encouraging bedroom
communities

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

16

no comment

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

17

Rural areas for ‘green industry’

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

18

Bureacratic costs to develop anything is an issue province wide.

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

19

Recreation services (partnerships with Orillia) Promote development, and updating of derelict
strucures

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

20

Growth in Washago has been held back due to limitations in infrastructure. When businesses

4/27/2021 12:37 PM
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inquire about coming in to town to serve the people in the area often it is turned away due to
sewer and water limitations in Washago. Planning to keep the trees and foliage amongst the
new builds in and around Washago as it grows and as existing businesses expand would retain
an attribute that is very appealing in Washago and adds to the Lake and rivers that course
through and around the area. This environmentally wise growth and expansion has not been
allowed or has been limited due to sewer and water limitations. This needs to be changed so
that homes can be built and shopping as well as other services can be expanded or created to
serve the people of Washago. That would allow businesses to have a large enough population
to help them thrive beyond a subsistence level much like it has been in the past with
businesses largely dependant on summer patrons to make it through the winter months. The
reason for not expanding Sewer and water has been the rock of the Canadian Shield making it
too costly. There are communities such as Bracebridge, Huntsville and Gravenhurst that have
built and are expanding on the Shield. It is time to stop doing the easy digging building and put
homes solidly on rock where they thrive leaving the easy digging for crop growth. Some of
Washago’s nicest attributes are divided along the Rama Severn East border with Little Falls
and the Old Mill Falls and other water ways that create attractive venues to draw visitors.
Sewer and water expanded to this area would allow businesses to provide services in some of
these areas. At one point, former, owners of the Old Mill in Washago would have liked to
create a restaurant overlooking the river and falls but were turned down due to sewer and water
limitations. It is clear to see that with wise growth planning and proper infrastructure
development those things that are appealing in Washago can be retained without a tog of war
between developers and town planners.
21

rural development, Simcoe county overrides the ability to sever property

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

22

The benefits of wetlands in preventing flood damage to homes, the psychological benefits of
nature and trees.

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

23

More support should be given to small businesses instead of massive conglomerate
corporations. Severn has a lot of potential as a community, however, it is being overshadowed
by development.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

24

Small business

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

25

.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

26

Shoreline of lakes for the recreation (not housing development)

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q8 Does the current Official Plan do enough to protect environmental
features such as woodlands, watercourses and wetlands?
Answered: 32

Skipped: 2

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

concepts seem to be appropriate however is the wording specific enough to be enforceable

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

yes

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

The current official Plan protects plenty of environmental features with room to still allow for
expansion in some areas for more residential.

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Good Lord!! Way too much interference with private ownership with no compensation to
owners. This is not a new concept Europe and US both compensate land owners if they
restrict usage of their own property.

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Not sure

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

yes and in some cases are too restrictive

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

7

No. It's important to understand the value of these features and why these areas need to be
maintained, protected and prevent alterations. This means amending and enforcing bylaws
BEFORE it's too late. Now is the time to establish a new Conservation Authority that serves
our region.

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

8

Never enough done to protect our water and wildlife Wetlands are being filled in and not
protected to build homes on Without the wetlands filtering out the runoff into the lakes more
polluted water is entering Quality of lake water is getting compromised Silty lake bottom is
taking over which once was sandy and lake bottom weeds are becoming a ever increasing
problem Large forests are being stripped to build homes we are losing our birds and wildlife
Quarries are shipping out tons of gravel away There should be more done to control on our lake
water levels annually The extremely old rule curve needs to be adjusted to current times Our
lake levels are down too low to enjoy safe boating levels It ruins tourism ...dollars to our
community! The Canada geese and cormorant bird population should be controlled more The
over population of these birds are killing off our lakes by over fishing They are polluting our
water, shorelines are being killed off (an entire island has been stripped) Large amount of green
vegetation destroyed The stench from their excrement is unbearable in the heat of summer
days There should be a culling of these birds

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

9

Yes to the detriment of reasonable development.

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

10

Yes.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

11

yes i believe so.

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

12

yes

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

13

No

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

14

no

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

15

No

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

16

No and this is a major problem and concern

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

17

Yes

5/3/2021 8:05 PM

18

Not familiar with this area of the plan.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

19

Should not be a concern of an official plan, Environment is a concern of the Province. all we
have in the township is woodlands, watercourses and wetlands.

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

20

don't know

5/1/2021 9:33 AM
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21

Yes

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

22

No

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

23

I believe so

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

24

Yes, sometime overkill

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

25

We are fortunate in Washago to be near many Crown land woodlands. The suggestion to
require replacement of trees cut with new planting of trees would help retain the canopy. Septic
systems should be monitored more regularly. With people moving to the area the increase in
septics that may not be working well could add to the algae blooms. Sewer and water
infrastructure expansion would help here as well. Sewer expansion would also help with tree
retention as it would reduce the home footprint. Wetlands are controlled by existing
environmental legislation.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

26

to much protection, no enough areas for dwellings

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

27

I'm not sure. But for sure this should be a top priority. I know that a significant wetland has
been encroached upon in the Amigo Drive area. However, the beaver still takes up lodging (
amazing) but the turtles are not happy.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

28

The most recent plan rezoned a significant wetland in my area for development. Drive down
Turnbull and look at the devastation, know about the little fox that crawled out of there with one
of his legs torn off, and you tell me.

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

29

No. This must be addressed and changed to stop destruction.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

30

No

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

31

The provincial government already has sufficient laws protecting the environment with regard
to small residential lots, no further restrictions need to be implemented at a municipal level on
residential lots.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

32

Absolutely not, we are failing to protect our most valuable natural resource

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q9 Does the current Official Plan sufficiently protect agricultural lands?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 3

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

as in 8 above

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

Stop building on prime agricultural land, put lots on rough land

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

Yes but there are some properties that are currently zoned for AG that could and should be
utilized for residential as there is no need for the current zoning they are classified under.

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Yes, although I believe farm owners should be able to get 5 or 10 acre lots off, if the land is not
suitable for farming.

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Not sure

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

yes

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

7

Yes, assuming provincial regulations are maintained.

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

8

We are losing the best land to farm on to grow our food Once this land is used up we are have
no were else to grow

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

9

It over protects it even when the land is not really agricultural.

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

10

Yes.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

11

yes

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

12

yes

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

13

Too much focus on large farms and not enough focus on community farming potential...

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

14

no

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

15

No

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

16

I do not feel tat it does

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

17

N/a

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

18

Should not be part of the official plan. Organic growth of a community will dictate this
requirement. The current trend is toward large corporate farms that grow crops that have been
genetically engineered to grow in our climate. Family farms are being forced to cease because
land owners are not able to several lots to allow family / workers etc to build dwellings on the
properties. as the families get older the siblings have no choice but to move away. forcing the
families to sell to large corporate farms. There are too many restrictions on livestock that
makes it impossible for people to start into the industry, Shear size and cost of equipment for
growth of crops will only allow large corporate farms to succeed and they can only do that with
large tracts of land to operate.

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

19

No. I see solar panels on seemingly workable land.

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

20

Protected but not encouraged sufficiently

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

21

No

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

22

I believe so. That being said not allowing a retirement residence or severance from a farm
property for a second dwelling is a bad idea that needs to change as per the provinces
guidelines to allow secondary dwellings to start now.

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

23

Yes

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

24

Agricultural lands require protection to keep them available for future crop needs. Those farms
should be identified as economically viable and productive ones. There should be a
government provided compensation for farmers who are not able to pass a farm on and want to

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

19
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sell their farm but can only get a small amount for the property compared to other real estate
values if that is the situation and legislation prevents them from selling a marginal farm. The
present day farmer should be allowed to sever lots from some of the borders of their farms to
create financial benefits they may need. This should go beyond severing for a family member.
25

yes

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

26

I think that if the farmer wants to sell there will be a developer ready to buy. The tax base is
the main driver in this case.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

27

Doubtful

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

28

No. This must be addressed and changed to stop destruction.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

29

No

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

30

.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

31

Developers are finding loopholes and destroying valuable agricultural land

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q10 Does the current Official Plan permit too much or not enough rural lot
creation?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 3

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

as in 8 above

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

If the land is farmable, increase lot creation for next generation businesses

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

It does not always permit enough rural creation and every situation should be treated as a
situation in its own depending on the property/land.

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

It does not provide enough lot creation! I was told we could not get any lots off, has that
changed?

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Not sure

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

Not enough development allowed

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

7

Yes there is too much rural lot creation. Servicing these lots are challenging due to the unique
geographical features we're so fortunate to enjoy

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

8

It does not allow for enough rural lot creation.

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

9

Sufficient.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

10

not enough

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

11

yes

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

12

Not sure

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

13

no

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

14

No

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

15

Too much

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

16

Its more of a matter of where, are infrastructure/ reasonable services available, what impact to
local environment.

5/3/2021 8:05 PM

17

N/a

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

18

not enough

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

19

Not enough. Prices of lots are now sky high

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

20

Effective

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

21

Just ok as is

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

22

Not nearly enough. The demand is intense as supply has been constricted for far too long

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

23

N/A

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

24

Rural lot creation is a good thing as long as it is near a community with services.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

25

Not enough

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

26

I'm not sure of this.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

27

Too much. Giving massive areas to developers results in clear cutting. Individual lots or a
mandatory tree protection plan would allow for new development without mass destruction.

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

28

No. This must be addressed and changed to stop destruction.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

29

Needs to be balances

4/26/2021 7:03 PM
21
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30

Current Plan is too restrictive.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

31

Too much power to aggravate conglomerates

4/26/2021 12:01 PM
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Q11 Does the current Official Plan sufficiently protect the character of the
Township’s shoreline areas?
Answered: 31

Skipped: 3

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

this is an area that will be under considerable pressure for development and further protection
is needed. for the most part development should be near the waterfront but not directly on the
waterfront, public access is essential to the shoreline

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

--

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

Unknown

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Yes

5/18/2021 11:22 AM

5

Not sure

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

6

yes

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

7

Does that exist? Majority of the regulations are either federal or provincial jurisdiction however
if the Township chooses to enact new bylaws in accordance to multi jurisdictional guidelines,
there needs to be sufficient resources allocated to new or existing measures.

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

8

I am worried with increased population comes more people not living on shoreline wanting to
get out on the lakes We need to control the boat launches for leaving parked trailers and
vehicles safely while out on the lakes No parking signs should be installed in unsafe areas for
traffic control There should also be some control policing of noise levels that some boats make
on the lake Some boats create very loud decibel of sound that should be controlled
Responsible boating

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

9

?

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

10

Yes to protect, but no to promote.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

11

dont know

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

12

no

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

13

Not sure

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

14

no

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

15

Some what

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

16

No it doesn't protect the shoreline areas

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

17

This is an area that is lacking and needs to become more of a focal point.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

18

Can not comment

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

19

don't know

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

20

Should provide and protect public access areas

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

21

Multiple housing developments with shoreline access should be restricted/banned

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

22

I believe so

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

23

Yes

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

24

A given percentage of Shorelines should be required to be maintained in their natural state that
helps water quality and diversity in fish and wildlife populations.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

25

yes

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

26

Not sure.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM
23
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27

No, a gated resort-style community with a security office at the front and jetski rentals at the
back does not protect the character of anything except greed.

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

28

No. This must be addressed and changed to stop destruction.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

29

Not if there are residential structures close to the shoreline

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

30

.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

31

No, the wetlands are being clearcut

4/26/2021 12:01 PM

24
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Q12 Are there development policies that the Township should consider to
guide redevelopment in shoreline areas?
Answered: 32

Skipped: 2

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

as in 11 above

5/19/2021 8:17 PM

2

--

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

3

Unknown

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

4

Preserve the ecological conditions by not allowing large scale growth

5/13/2021 7:43 AM

5

setbacks are to restrictive

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

6

Refer to federal policies and enforce them ?

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

7

Never allow hi rise structures along the shoreline Keeping the building to no more than twostory with height restrictions doesn't block the view of the lake

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

8

?

5/11/2021 4:32 PM

9

Shoreline development should consider mixed use public spaces with a strategic lens rather
than a piecemeal approach.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

10

dont allow new development on shoreline areas. There is already not enough access to the
shoreline and lake for citizen use

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

11

no

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

12

Not sure

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

13

do not allow commercial operations (investment homes that are running like hotels) to operate
along shorelines

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

14

Yes

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

15

Proper sanitation and shoreline maintenance

5/4/2021 8:18 AM

16

Air BNB's which should not be allowed in family communities due to unpredictable behaviour of
tenants, noisemakers and damages they cause to the local area

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

17

No 2 storey plus buildings on waterfront, homes restricted total sq footage according to
property size, more green space and access points for area residents

5/3/2021 8:05 PM

18

Minimum rental periods must be enacted...30/45 day minimums to cut down on the transient
nature of the air bnb crowd.

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

19

can not comment

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

20

don't know

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

21

Building size in relation to lot size, strict water protection from lawn runoff, limiting shoreline
restructuring such as fill

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

22

Limited to residential housing [not multiple housing]

4/28/2021 1:43 PM

23

I am unaware of anything that is missing

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

24

Access, park areas, design guidelines

4/27/2021 1:52 PM

25

Regulate how shorelines can be developed and specify the limitations by percentage of change
that is allowed beyond the natural condition of the shoreline.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

26

Try to keep natural shoreline visible, minimize concrete shoreline walls

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

25
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27

Size of lot. Crowding too many homes into small development areas does not sit well with the
character of the land use.

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

28

Protect wetlands. Protect wildlife. Do not build on flood plains

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

29

I do not support redevelopment in shoreline areas, unless it is to strengthen the shoreline and
prevent erosion.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

30

Don’t repeat Friday harbour model

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

31

Reduce the cost of the flat rate development fee and tie it to services and building size. Start
with a $2000 development fee and then use a scale similar to the building permit process to
get the remainder of the revenue. The more services the lot requires the higher the cost.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

32

I would assume not, all the trees are disappearing

4/26/2021 12:01 PM

26
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Q13 Are there any other comments you would like to make that should be
considered in the Official Plan Review?
Answered: 26

Skipped: 8

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Maintain farm land with exceptions to next generation lots or for aging parents Affordable
housing could be smaller homes on smaller lots No short term rentals or minimal

5/19/2021 4:42 PM

2

My family owns 92 acres of land in Severn. The entire land consists of zoning between
Agriculture, Greenland, and EP. I am currently attempting to obtain 1 acre of land severed for
residential purpose from my families acreage and with the zoning that exists, it’s not possible
as it is zoned for AG. My brother was permitted to sever a lot from this acreage about 30 years
ago and I am trying to get a 1 acre lot beside where he was permitted to build. The remaining
acreage on this AG zone would only provide between 6-8 round bails of hay and nothing more.
My parents who still own this acreage do not own any cattle that would need this hay.

5/18/2021 7:42 PM

3

It would be good to try to make it easy to understand and reduce redtape in development

5/12/2021 4:22 PM

4

Development of exotic pet bylaws similar to City of Orillia and match provincial regulations to
allow local enforcement opportunity.

5/11/2021 5:53 PM

5

Severn should be very careful not to allow the city of Orillia to expropriate our best valuable
land. If they take over our best quality land we lose the best income tax dollars for our use!
High speed Internet in rural areas needs to be improved Towers are full in our area These big
developers of large subdivisions should be responsible to pay for the infrastructure to their
communities Quality lighted roads, sidewalks and parks should be a requirement not the
townships responsibilities

5/11/2021 4:36 PM

6

The distribution of this survey should be done much earlier than the day before the strategic
planning session. The short deadline does not elicit trust or buy-in from the respondents, and
whether these comments will be considered the day before the strategic planning session. The
nature of the questions are too broad.

5/11/2021 12:27 PM

7

comments and considerations are already on file with the township

5/10/2021 10:28 AM

8

keep short term rentals to a minimum

5/4/2021 9:53 PM

9

By laws for commercially zoned properties need to be reviewed for properties that have are
mainly used as residential and/or B&B.

5/4/2021 2:52 PM

10

If you are not going to recognize that your current by-laws can shut down commercial
operations (party houses) in residential neighbourhoods and enforce the by-laws and shut them
down, then amend them to strengthen them. With the amount of investment that is happening
in Severn Township and surrounding areas, it is imperative to get with the times and do
something before they become a nuisance and out of control, ruining both the environment and
reputation of our neighbourhoods/community.

5/4/2021 9:30 AM

11

I believe that residential growth on our lakes needs to be discussed in depth with conservation
in mind

5/4/2021 8:28 AM

12

People who purchase property in the intention to turn it into an income of a rental, or Air BNB
and other such things, do not understand the situation they are putting the neighbourhood into.
By bringing in strangers, who are not familiar with the house, rules of the community and then
behave badly, drinking, smoking, shooting guns, and making a mess of the property and then
trespassing on neighbouring properties. It should be a clear example that you would not want
that happening next-door to yourself or your family.

5/3/2021 9:30 PM

13

Would like to see a two tiered property tax base, one for homesteaders ( 25% tax base
reduction) and one for the many part time residents that rent out their properties and do not pay
additional property tax on their rental income. These temporary residents can be/ are an
additional burden on our municipal services like garbage, roads , etc. Would like to see a
minimum 30/45 day rental policy in place to deter the Air bnb one night or two night rentals

5/3/2021 7:33 PM

27
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within a community. This is becoming an increasing issue within our communities that if not
managed will erode our safety and sense of community.
14

Ghost hotels (STR) should not be allowed in residential neighbourhoods. They devalue the
house and those around them and make people feel unsafe in their own homes.

5/3/2021 7:03 PM

15

1. The plan should focus on infrastructure and implementation of such. development will follow
infrastructure. Therefore if you want more housing in Marchmount put infrastructure in
Marchmount. 2. Official plans should be flexible enough to allow organic growth, if agriculture
is important provide a means for property owners to realize the economic benefits of
developing residential lots off their property. 3. Do not try to make a plan that pleases
everyone. look to the future and then deal with it organically. 4. The plan should be forecasting
continuous growth increasing populations and increasing tax revenues.

5/3/2021 2:43 PM

16

not at this time

5/1/2021 9:33 AM

17

Pandemic experiences have made us all even more aware of the differences between rural and
urban living. If we can protect our rural character while adding better connectivity and local
recreation, we can maintain a healthy population.

4/30/2021 6:10 AM

18

Good Luck

4/27/2021 4:08 PM

19

There are many regulations and laws guiding society. It is important to be careful to avoid over
regulating as new thoughts are brought in to help our community.

4/27/2021 12:37 PM

20

Restrictions of county placed on township restricts the growth of the township. forcing
individuals out and allowing larger developers to access this potential.

4/27/2021 11:30 AM

21

How can we access the trail from Amigo Beach drive across the canal?

4/27/2021 10:13 AM

22

Please, all of you, drive out to Turnbull to see the results of your actions before rezoning more
wetlands.

4/27/2021 9:59 AM

23

You need to take into account the impact economic development and increased population
size will have on road safety, usable sidewalks and parking availability. Additionally, this will be
a knock on effect - are more schools being built? More hospitals? Can the sewage and water
system support this? More needs to be done to preserve the wetlands and prevent rezoning of
protected lands (ie Cumberland quarry proposal). Too often plans are in support of the
developers and financial gain, instead of in the best interests for the community.

4/27/2021 8:42 AM

24

Restrict for profit rentals of places in residential neighbourhoods

4/26/2021 7:03 PM

25

.

4/26/2021 4:34 PM

26

Due to the proximity of quarries to my families place of residence, The water is becming
polluted, the air is clogged with dust and the noise from blasting is becoming intolerable

4/26/2021 12:01 PM

28
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